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Contact address : 84b,Whitechapel High Street. London E.l.7QX.
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THE MONARCHY TODAY.

THE STATE STRIPPED BARE

REVIEW : The Bolshevik myth by A.Berkman.
Trotsky Protests too much by E.Goldman.

MARXISM AND THE STATE.

. COMMENT

Anarchism seems to be undergoing some sort of revival,judging from the
the numbers of people who are turning up to Anarchist bookfairs,CLASS WAR
demonstrations,STOP THE CITY type events etc.The press is even starting to
take an interest,though predictably it has concentrated on the more violent
aspects.Even VIRUS got a mention in one issue of the NEW STATESMAN.

Despite the growth in interest and numbers (the movement is still tiny)
the anarchists are much less effective than they need be.Most anarchists are
totally isolated and apart from buying papers and taking part in the odd
isolated event,are inactive.DAM and CLASS WAR offer some sort of focus and
in their respective areas of work are showing the advaantages of anarchist
organisation .Nervertheless these two groups have slagged each other off in
the past,and if we add FREEDOM'S jibes ,the whole thing looks a bit sick.

What is needed (and in a hurry,if we are to take full advantage of the
new interest) is some general orientation of all class struggleimilitant
anarchists.There isn't much point in trying to pull in pacifists,greens,ind-
ividualiststc.,for though their views may have some validity,a rag-bag of
approaches would not serve to bring about a generalised anarchist advance.

This issue is devoted to the state.Though the articles concentrate on
the state as oppression,it should not be construed that the state cannot be
destroyed.States are constructed out of human material and ultimately are
just as capable of being subverted as any other organisation.
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_ I an 1 eo oglcal struggle all have a part to play in weaken-
1§€ th§ State S grip on our lives.The fight against statism of both left and
right 1s an enormous one but if we can get our act together,some sort of start
gigcgeamgde £Thihtime has come to get out of the margins of revolutionary pol
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The .British Royal family intrudes into our lives constantly
The television and press interminably churn out stories of their
lives and doings....the birth of yet another aoyal brat,Princess
Diana's new hat,the removal of a blackhead from Princess Margarets
bum... Overwhelmingly3what is reported is flattering trivia (less
picturesque coverage.such as the Queen Mother's alcoholism,Diana‘s
imbeci1ity5Margaret's nymphomania go unreported).whe concept of a
divine right to rule may have been constitutionally abandoned years
ago but reading the British press,you wouldn't have guessed it.

why this constant adulation? Why this  
steady stream of drivel? The existence of
the monarchy is not,as some would suppose
of slight political Oonsoquence.It is a l
central ifeature of our governmental sys-
tem and the maintenance of conservative
politics.So much so,the Labour Party 
dare not criticise the monarchy»-to do 
so would marks break with-Labour‘s long 
history of class collaboration.(Note the
queues of ex LabourMPs awaiting their 
turn to be asked to Join the House of
Lords).  t y  

The monarchy is virtually deified by  
the whole ofthe bitish establishment.
Even lesser royal figures such as Princess
Michael of Kent cannot be tainted.whe. .
 fact that her father was a member of then
ccunterrevo1utionary%Freikorps,an early  
Nazi and an S.S officer had to be white-
washed.Prince Charles‘ wife had to be a
virgin which gives her ascertain purity
(a la Virgin Mary)-Also,offcourse,her
virginity would remove any possible "I .
fucked the future Queen" talk among the.  
idle rich.The purpose of this deification
is to put the monarchy above the problems
of day to day reality.rhe House of Commons
may be a bear garden in reality but given 
the dignity it receives through its‘ ass-
ociation with the monarchy3it is stil1  
acceptable.Thatcher's reactionary laws  
are given added legitimacy through the
addition of the Queenls signature and the
whole authoritarian structure is strength-
ened.  N   .a y A A   

The monarchy upholds the system in-  
another wey.It symbolises an»unchenging~ 
ness constancy and stabi1ity;The Royal ~
family can trace its'encestry back over.
the centuries.Just as the monarchy has
remained intact,so must the establishment 
with which it is the head.The monarchy is

lifllpinm: m
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THE WHITE PAPER on pub-
lic order proposes :

IA new power for the police to
control the Siitr, location,
and duration of static *-den1--
onstrations and meetin.-,gs,. in-
cluding Pickeis and football
crowds. '

An _-exte‘nsion- of police‘ powers
“to _.,j*_"i.Il‘l*]IIt]_‘Si‘.' ‘ ‘rest rictions ._; on
mdtches“-lf..tl1ey. fear disrup-
tion to trafic and shops, or
the intimidation of
individuals. .

[A penalty“ of three months in
prison and a £1,000 fine for
people _ organising or inciti-ng
the‘ breaking of police condi-
tions for marches _ or
meetings. ' '
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idologically linked to political Conservatismsrhey share many of the
same ideals - ‘one nation'(we are all one big happy familygespecially
at imas when the great matriarch talks to us on television/,patriot-
1sm,prvate property,inequality of rank and wealth.rhe monarchy,
Conservatism and capitalism reinforce one another,for they each oen-
efit from the continuance of the present social order.The Oueen's
head is even portrayed on our currency-you cannot get a better indi-
cation of the economic function of the monarchy than thati

flow back to the mass mediaeThe Royal Family is often slagged off
in the foreign press but there is rarely a hint of criticism over
here.The media are all part of the machinery of domination.Just like
the Royal Family,they are in the business of social control to main-
tain inequality - it is natural for the press to glorify the system's
most precious asset.Given the constant stream of propaganda,it is
not surprising that the monarchy is so popu1ar.We have a 1ong,long
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REVIEW OF
--i PUBLIC ORDER LAW

Police Power to ban besetangf ahmneiv power
a ch ell tth. of - i t fo lick" rt in1n r es, as W as K e an-res r _lIlg pa I

present powers for blanket prohibited march. _
M115 and bans on serum A tightening of the law on
1?!!!‘-'5 M 1113I'¢fh- ' ’ incitement to racial ' hatred

-~ A in-eiv requirement..of_.,_soyen and the Possession and dis-
days’- notice to police; of tribution of racist literature.
mafflhfis 31111 i1l‘"\‘!E55i°_l_1$-~l E Provision to challenge police

it codification ol.‘ ancient com-
mon -law offences, with a
new pp offence of riot,.carl'ying

* a maximum 10-year-"sentence.
Lesser offences jfl-'oiuld_.;be~_'. vi-
olent disorder ~(fi'vc_ -years) ;

conditions on marches-=-..or
meetings in the courts; and
exemption of rcligio}is~_;ccre-
menial and-» 1 _odlIQ3iioml
marclics from the’--"_;l_i'_o!q‘i1i1'c~¢
ment to'*g'lve advaneemtied."

grey. "(thine vies) 3'11“ 1>ia'=.i.='=,='a".§......t..; an oéééib’i1_ie
“iatenlng behafl-°.m"I -~ .: P of -policeiauthoritles seeking

A new power of arrcst_T and . costs‘-T from forganisers of
increased penalties for the" events _whlch break police
1875 law on “watching and conditions. y V __;_
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THE STATE STRIPPED BARE

The post war period of B ritish politics has,until recently
been dominated by the social-democratic view of the state.The
Anarchist and Marxist conceptions of the coercive state were deemed
to be at best irrelevant in the era of Sooial Wolfarism-After all
did not the state concentrate most of its‘ energies and financial
resources on non coercive areas?The state 'edu0at6d' through 8 School
system,it healed through the National Health Service and it provid-
ed jobs and services through the nationalised sector of industry.

There were to be sure,still important areas of state activity
which could be subsumed under the umbrella of the military-bureau-
cratic machine but in post war Britain a plurality of State fun°t“"
ions and political processes was the academic order of the day.
Both Tory and Labour governments denied vehemently that the state
was any longer preoccupi d with coercion via the armed forces,police
pr1sons,the judiciary,civil service etc.The radioal aPPT°@°h was H
too limited,far better accept a liberal-democratic consensual app--
I'OaCh- "E

Like a whirlwind,Thatcherism has cast off many of the welfarist
trappings of the state and reduced it much more starkly to a weapon
of domination.The coercive state gains in strength through every
demonstration,riot or strike,whilst health and education budgets ~
are both reduced and privatised.
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1.6 In El(lGI'tl0l'l to taking into account the riots of 1981 the Govcmmcnt
has been concerned to learn the lessons from other recent instances of major
public disorder. These include not only the events of Southall, but earlier
disturbances such as thosc at Grunwick’s in 1976-77. During the review the
most serious disorders have been associated with the 198] riots and the 1984-
85 miners‘ dispute; but many other public order problems have arisen, as a
result of demonstrations by animal rights protesters, the Stop the City campaign,
the anti-nuclear movement, the National Front, and the continuing disorder
associated with football hooliganism.
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ii “I010 iltwmiisfibeiirecoignised itha_t*tTn—t.ie disorder has broken oiit the problem
confronting the police is not a shortage of legal powers but is essentially one
of enforcement. The police themselves have made this quite clear, and recognise Vt) K; |'e_- PGP¢"
that their operational tactics need to be reviewed from time to time just as the d
law has been scrutinised in this review. The l98l riots led to major changes in $0" "M45 -
the way the police are equipped and trained to deal with public disorder, s
following the recommendations of Lord Scarman. Similarly in the aftermath
of the miners’ dispute the police have been keen to ensure that the right lessons
are learnt about how to cope with widespread public disorder in the future.
Reviews are in hand to see what improvements can be made to police tactics,

s deployment, equipment and training; and the police service will ensure that the
conclusions of those reviews are properly communicated and implemented by
all forces. _ ‘--

l

The Tory government has reinforced the coercive nature of the
state on two main fronts,by extending the scope of law,and through
a strengthening of police powers and efficiency. 0

As regards the law,the 1984 Police Act and the proposed legi-
slation as outlined ih the 1985 white paper on Public 0rder,repres-
ent the main elements.rhough the Police Act ~was not as tough as
the government might have liked having been badly mauled in Parl-
iament,it has shifted the balance of power more firmly into police
hands. The police have increased powers of arrest,search,detention
fingerprinting etc.The white paper extends the grounds by which the
police will be able to control assembly and demonstration.Under the
proposed legislation ‘public order‘ grounds for the police being
able to ban a march will include fear of a serious public disorder
and the serious disruption of traffic and shoppers}! Police officers
would be able to issue instructions on the spot - non compliance of
which would risk 5 months imprisonment and a £4000 fine for the
organisers.Rank and file marchers could be fined up to £400.Riot
would be re-defined - where 42 or more people were violent,or thre-
atened violence to people or property,they would risk a ten year
prison sentence plus a fine.

The police have not been slow to meet the public order chall-
enges that have‘been presented to them.TO a large eXtent,esD@cia11y
regarding demonstrations,pickets,etc.,policing by consent has been
replaced by policing by coercion.The police are far more willing
to initiate violence,use snatch squads,resort tothe cavalry and use
temporary imprisonment to clear the streets.A nationwide training
scheme is in operation to give training in riot control techniques
and the forces are tooling up for future ccnfliots.C.S gas is held
by 52 police forces and plastic bullets by 42°

Public surveillance has been greatly extended through the use
of helicopters,telivision monitors,bugs,phonetapping etc.ln London
the police have created yet another intelligence arm to watch over
the public.Known as the Central Intelligence Unit,it is run by
Scotland Yard's new public order branch,A8,and works closely with
the Special BranchsThe C.I.U. picks up low level intelligence on
the street to observe the degree of community tension,local politic-
al activity and the threat of disturbance.



The Special Branch,having overreached itself in the surveillance
of non law breaking anti-nuclear activists,has been subgect to an
inquiry.Whilst the report is a whitewash,no serious lnV6StlP8t1On
of its work was carried out,the aims of the Brrrch have been made
public.The aim of the Branch is to
combat subversion which is defined
in amazingly broad terms.Subversive
activities include those acts“which
threaten the safety or wellbeing of
the state,and which are intended to
undermine or overthrow parliament -
ary democracy by political,industr-
ial or violent means".By this def-
inition,virtually anyone who is
active in radical politics must
expect to be the subject of Special
Branch attentionslndeed,according
to the TIMES (50.5.85) there were
in d974,one million,one hundred
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thousand names on the index,of which
a third were accompanied by files.
Now computerised,the list has passed
the one and a half million mark-
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Thanks to Cathy Massiter,we now know for certain that tI5
routinely infiltrates and observes the activities of the trade
unions and organisations like 0.N.D All in all then,we now have
a comprehensive system of secret policing at alllevels of society
These developments are bad enough but given the concurrent tight-
ening of trade union law,we are now witnessing the birth of a
truly authoritarian society-
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p pp pp p The revolution of 1917 wasdeclared to
i "s s s t - s s e i l 0 to be a socialist one in which the exploitat-

p L ion of mankind would for evermore be abolished
0 s if -v The left throughout the world was exultant -I

D|ARY 1920- 22 p-=GXtI’8Ct$.o that ‘socialism’ had finally been achieved. 1
' is T The revolution was greeted with enthusiasm

g p H p g p by allesections of the revolutioary left.Lenin
0 0 it seemed,had changed into a libertarian and,

many anarchists were intoxicated with the bel-
l ief that the new social order had now arrived.

60 pence. So blinded at first were they by the revolut-
ion's apparent success ,that they could not
see or chose to ignore the defects.Both Alex-
ander Berkman and Emma Goldman,after their

 deportation from the U.S.A to Russia in 1919
sided with the revolution.It soon became increasingly apparent that the revolution,

rather than extending popular control,was in factleading to one party dictatorship.All
independent initiative and non communist political expression was gradually being el-
iminated and the secret police operated a policy of repression to enforce centrally
directed dictat.Berkman in THE BOLSHEVIK MYTH catalogues the variousaspects of the
communist tyranny and the anarchist response to it,culminating in the suppression of



the Kronstadt Commune.

The Goldman pamphlet was written in response to Trotsky's pronouncements on the
subject of Kronstadt in l938.Trotsky,who had been one of the most authoritarian of
the Bolshevik leaders,was by then reduced to a pathetic impotence.During the Kronstadt
events he had personallyused his extensive powers over life and death in a quite
arbitrary manner,convinced as he was,of his own greatness and superior understanding.
Now,in l938,he was without position and power.He had given his reasons for the degener-
ation of thefiussian revolution,for which he absolved himself of all responsibility.That
he had argued for the militarisation of labour,the subordination of the trade unions
to the state and the banning of parties and factions was not important,he suggested.
Whenever a crisis arose ,Trotsky always chose the authoritarian option.The revolution
which he did so much to bend to his will finally devoured him in 1940.

Trotskyism has developed a mythology around its founder which elevates him to the
level of sainthood.Goldman's pamphlet goes some way to explaining the truth.
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Marxi:is and Anarchists seem to share rather
similar approaches to the question of the state.
In reality,however,serious differences exist

vvhich allow us to clearly differentiate between
the two approaches — the Anarchists will have no r“
truck whatsoever with the state,whilst the Marx-
ists believe,that in specific circumstances,the ~
state can be utilised.
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For the Marxists,the state is pnimarily an ‘T
instrument for the maintenance of class rule.The (_ ‘gt;
first states,from the Marxist standpoint,were ~"
created as social classes appeared,to maintain __
and ensure the power of the exploiting class.In
other words,states as llegitimatelyloiciganised \$ _ xv
violence, overnment,bureaucracy,etc.,were in eqf€}-i___]
their oriéal forms created by the ruling classes — 
as they emerged from a condition of ‘primitive
communism'.There is some evidence that,on occas- ‘\
ion)this may have been the case.The problem is
that the earliest states,in a given region often
develped in the distant past and there is no way >j_
of knowing if states were actually created to
preserve the domination of a new class. (
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It is just as likely that states actually preceded the development of classes.
Classless societies may still be ‘ranked’ in the sense that individuals,fami1ies
etc.may be awarded leadership roles through their superior abilities or knowledge
( e.g. magic).The authority of the highest ranked group could have been reinforced
allowing it to effectively form a state.As the Marxist anthropologist ,Maurice

Bloch has admitted,there are examples of centralised systems with a single head
controlling defined territory called states where no obvious dominant classes
exist!The African Bemba peop1e,in the nineteenth century,is an example of such a
'class1ess'stateIThere is also evidence from central America that in the sixteenth
century,states were in the process of being created before the emergence of class
divisions.These proto states were,in fact destroyed by the Spanish conquistadors
who imposed their own class based system of state control.  

This brings us to the second objection to the Marxist theory of the origins
of states.Most states in historical times were created as the result of conquest.
Countless examplesof this type of state creation exist ,for example ,both the
Western allies and the communists created their own preferred form of state as a
corollory to the conquest of the Nazi empire.In England,the feudal state was also
created by the Norman conquerors,with its own French speaking ruling class.For 200
years or so that language was the preferred tongue in state institutions,including
the court,church and the legal system.
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AN INSTRUMENT OF CLASS RULE '?
The state is seen from a Marxist perspective as an instrument of class rule-

The problem with this formulation is that there are plenty of occasions where
fhe state acts in ways which hinder capitalism and the pursuit of profits.Taxation,
laws restricting the length of the working day,trade boycotts ofthe U.S.S.R etc.
are examples of how governments may act in ways which reduce profitability.Some-
times,as in the case of Peru from 1968 to 1975 when the army seized power,a
nominally capitalist state can actually expropriate capital,collectivise agricult-
ure and generally upset the capitalist oligarch§fStates are essentially national
entities whilst a lot of present day monopoly capitalism operates across national
boundaries.Thus U.K. based petroleum companies go to great lengths to avoid paying
tax in this country which has marginally high tax thresholds. Multinational firms
may then,have quite distinct strategies from from states with which they may
conflict.



Whereas,between capital and labour the prime relationshipiis one of economic
exploitation,between the state and its citizens ,it is one of political dominat-
ion .Relations based upon hierarchy — domination/submission are just as important
as exploitation in British society and the two are not always directly linked.
Domination can exist within all forms of social relationship which are unconnected
to economic exploitation e.g. families,sexes,friendships.Whereas the capitalist
dominates through his relationship to the means of production,the state bureaucrat
minister etc. exercises control via a 'mechanism' of domination which is the state

They do share a common belief in the validity of capitalism but wnere they may
differ ,is in how capitalism should be run.The statist tends to take an overview
the capitalist a more narrow,profit motivated approach.Thus there may arise from
time to time a conflict between the general and the particular.

In Britain thre is no clearly demonstrable subservience of the state tO.C&Plu-
alism.There is in reality a sort of partnership between the state and capitalism

which is to be expected,since generally speaking,the top echelons of both are
recruited from the same public school and Oxbridge elite.The community of back-
ground ,wealth and outlook which is sharedby the two sectors of domination helps
to cement them in generally agreed partnership but there is no clearly discern-
able dominator.

WORKERS STATE
Politically speaking the above outlined objections to the Marxist theory of

the state are not crucial insofar as both Marxists and Anarchists are opposed to
the capitalist state ( at least this is so if we ignore the Eurocommunists ).The
major and most important difference,however,lies in regard to the role of the
state after the revolution.The Marxists advocate smashing the capitalist state
and replacing it with a workerslstate - the dictatorship of the proletariat.From
the Marxist standpoint,since the state simply acts as an agent of the ruling class
it can be utilised to good effect by the victorious proletariat,so long as the
capitalist threat persists.As the last remnants of capitalism disappear,so the
argument goes,the state will ‘wither away‘.

As Bakunin pointed out decades before the Russian Revolution of l9l7,this
functionalist approach to the state is deeply flawed and ignores the corrupting
effectsof power.Since the whole of the proletariat cannot feasiblyhdirectly ex-
ercise power,some sort of intermediary is necessary.The Bolsheviks disposed of
this by identifying the 'correct' wishes of the proletariat with that of the
party.Proletarian dictatorship thus becomes party dictatorship.The state in the
U.S.S.R.,and indeed everywhere else where communist parties have seized power
have not withered away.Far from it,the powers of the state have been extended
to all areas of life and a state bureaucratic elite/class has entrenched itself
in precisely the way that Bakunin predicted it would.Since the state has granted
itself so many privileges,why shodld it diminish its powers?

The state which concentrates enormous powers in its hands must be destroyed and
those powers should be dispersed throughout society .It is only with the disint-
egrafibn of power that genuine emancipation can be achieved.
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CO U IST LOGIC

As an after-word to the Marxism and the State article,we bring you this
marvellous bit of Marxist dialectics.According to Al6XflndeT Berkman in his book
‘Now and After'.l929.BHkhfiTin had thi5 to Say on the question of the 'Pr°1¢ta’ian
dictatorship‘.

"Proletarian compulsion in all its forms,beginning with
summary execution and ending with compulsory labour i8.

however paradoxical it may sound,a method of reworking
the human material of the capitalistic epoch into comm-
unist humanity".

So that's what they mean by a workers‘ statell

1. Capitalism as a deeply exploitative system cannot be reformed .In alliance
with the state it creates a social order in which ,relatively speaking,the
great mass of the population live in poverty.

2. A popular revolution,in which the self consciously libertarian working class
destroys the bureaucratic state/capitalist system and creates its own forms

of self government,is the only genuine means of achieving emancipation.

3. Consequently,all parties and organisations whiich appoint themselves as
revolutionary vanguards are to be viewed as counterrevolutionary.History
is full of examples where such elites have climbed to power on the backs
of the working class.

4. The task of revolutionaries-is to agitate among the working population to
indicate the possibilities and forms of libertarian revolution to aid them

in their self emancipation. A  i ;
J

-\.

5. It is a first principle of anarchism that the future society will be con-
structed on non authoritarian lines,in which decisions flow from the bottom
upwards.Any society not constructed according to the principles of social
solidarity,equality,mutual aid and freedom,will give rise to new forms of
exploitation.

F

6. All forms of prejudice based upon national,racial and sexual differences
rnust be rejected.


